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Abstract— Flying base stations (FlyBSs) can serve space-time1

varying heterogeneous traffic in the areas, where a deployment2

of conventional static base stations is uneconomical or unfeasible.3

We focus on energy consumption of the FlyBSs serving moving4

users. For such scenario, rotary-wing FlyBSs are not efficient due5

to a high energy consumption while hovering at a fixed location.6

Hence, we consider airship-based FlyBSs. For these, we derive7

an analytical relation between the sum capacity of the users8

and the energy spent for flying. We show theoretical bounds of9

potential energy saving with respect to a relative sum capacity10

guarantee to the users for single FlyBS. Then, we generalize the11

problem towards multiple FlyBSs and we propose an algorithm12

minimizing the energy consumption of the FlyBSs serving moving13

users under a constraint on the minimum relative sum capacity14

guarantee. The proposed algorithm reduces the energy consumed15

by the airship-based FlyBSs for flying by dozens of percent at a16

cost of only a marginal and controlled degradation in the sum17

capacity. For example, if the degradation in the sum capacity18

up to 1% is allowed, 55.4%, 67.5%, and 90.7% of the energy is19

saved if five, three, and one FlyBSs are deployed, respectively.20

Index Terms— Energy consumption, sum capacity, trade-off,21

mobile users, flying base station, unmanned aerial vehicles, 6G.22

I. INTRODUCTION23

UNMANNED Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are applied to many24

use-cases encompassing space-air-ground-sea applica-25

tions [1], such as an area monitoring, where ad-hoc commu-26

nication among the UAVs should be ensured [2], [3]. Besides,27

the UAVs acting as flying base stations (FlyBSs) are expected28

to help serving diverse and space-time varying requirements29

of users during peak traffic periods or emergency situations30

[4]–[8], or to offload computation from the users [9]. However,31

as indicated in [5] or [10], the concept of FlyBSs imposes32

challenges, such as a determination of the FlyBSs’ positions,33

optimization of the FlyBSs’ trajectories, or mobility and radio34

resource management. Another critical challenge is related to35

energy consumption of the FlyBSs, which are supposed to36
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be powered by energy sources of limited capacity, such as 37

batteries. Moreover, the energy is spent not only for com- 38

munication with the users, but also for flying. Consequently, 39

an operational time of the FlyBSs is shortened if the energy 40

is not used efficiently. 41

The energy (or power) consumption of the FlyBSs is con- 42

sidered, e.g., in [11]–[28]. In [11], the FlyBS’s transmission 43

power allocation to user equipments (UEs) is investigated to 44

maximize energy efficiency. Then, the transmission power is 45

optimized jointly with association of the UEs to the FlyBSs 46

and ground base stations in [12]. However, as the UEs are 47

static, also the FlyBS’s position does not change in both [11], 48

[12]. In [13], the authors optimize 3D trajectory of the FlyBSs 49

together with resource and power allocation in an urban 50

environment to maximize the minimum throughput of the UEs. 51

Then, in [14], the throughput of the UEs is maximized via 52

successive convex optimization of the FlyBSs’ 3D positions 53

and the transmission power. The UEs’ throughput is max- 54

imized also in [15] via interference mitigation in three-tier 55

space-air-ground heterogeneous networks with optimized alti- 56

tude of the FlyBSs’ hovering and uplink transmission power 57

control. 58

In [16]–[18], the authors minimize the transmission power 59

while guaranteeing data rate and/or communication quality 60

for all UEs. In [19], energy consumption for communica- 61

tion is constrained by keeping at least the same size of a 62

coverage area and a lower energy consumption is achieved 63

via a movement of the FlyBSs providing connectivity to 64

the UEs at certain positions (stopping points). An energy 65

efficient collection of data from static sensors by the FlyBSs 66

is addressed in [20], [21]. In [20], scheduling of the FlyBSs 67

collecting and forwarding data to the conventional static base 68

stations (SBSs) is proposed. In [21], minimization of the trans- 69

mission power for communication of sensors in a hierarchical 70

way via cluster heads (CHs) is achieved by a smart scheduling 71

of the communication of individual CHs and the FlyBSs. 72

A relaying via the FlyBSs acting in an energy-efficient 73

transparent mode is investigated in [22], where the static UEs 74

are associated to the FlyBSs and the FlyBSs are positioned 75

by deep neural networks in order to maximize throughput. 76

Nevertheless, the energy consumption for communication and 77

flying is not considered. In [23], [24], the objective is to 78

minimize the energy consumed for both communication and 79

movement of the FlyBSs in the scenario, where the FlyBSs 80

fly over a set of static UEs and exchange data with the UEs 81

sequentially. To this end, the authors design an algorithm 82
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that plans trajectories among the UEs and allocate time for83

communication and hovering in order to minimize the overall84

energy consumed by the FlyBSs. A communication of the85

static UEs via multiple FlyBSs is addressed also in [25], where86

the authors minimize the traveling time of these FlyBSs while87

collecting data from the UEs.88

Scheduling of the UEs’ communication and transmission89

power and bandwidth allocation together with a design of the90

FlyBS’s trajectory in order to serve sequentially the static UEs91

is consider in [26]. Then, a design of a circular trajectory for92

the FlyBS serving multiple static UEs is proposed in [27].93

The authors derive an energy efficient trajectory so that the94

UEs in a defined area are served with a certain quality of95

the communication channel. In [28], the authors consider the96

energy consumption in joint FlyBSs’ trajectory determination,97

transmission power setting, and scheduling of the UEs to98

maximize the sum throughput.99

All papers [11]–[28] targeting the power/energy aspects100

of the FlyBSs, however, take only static UEs with apriori101

known coordinates into account. Such scenario corresponds,102

for example, to a collection of data from static IoT/machine-103

type devices (e.g., smart-meters) in a way that the FlyBS104

serves a group of the UEs/devices and, then, continues to serve105

another group (a “sequential communication” of the FlyBS106

with the UEs). Such solution is, however, applicable only when107

the UEs do not require any real-time services and do not care if108

the communication resources are available at the very moment109

or in few seconds or even minutes. In contrast, we focus on110

the problem, when the UEs require continuous services with111

a low latency and cannot wait seconds or minutes till the112

connectivity is provided. Moreover, the problem addressed113

in related papers [11]–[21], [23]–[28] relies on the apriori114

knowledge of the future UEs’ positions to plan the trajectory115

of FlyBS among the static UEs in a sequential way. Hence, the116

targeted problem in these papers is an analogy to the traveling117

salesman problem. Unfortunately, the solutions developed in118

these papers cannot be easily extended to an environment119

with moving UEs with positions not known in advance and120

changing over time.121

The mobile UEs are considered, e.g., in [29]–[32]. In [29],122

the authors analyze performance of the mobile network with123

single FlyBS serving the mobile UEs. Multiple FlyBSs are124

assumed in [30], where the authors solve the positioning125

of the FlyBSs jointly with an association of the UEs via126

k-means algorithm. In [31], the authors optimize the network127

capacity and the energy consumption of the UEs. In [32],128

the coverage maximization and interference mitigation are129

addressed. Nevertheless, none of [29]–[32] consider the energy130

consumed by the FlyBSs.131

The mobile UEs and the energy consumption of the FlyBSs132

are considered in [33], where the authors optimize the FlyBSs’133

trajectories and the UEs’ association for a multi-antenna trans-134

mission. However, the proposed gradient-ascent-based solution135

requires to select future positions of the FlyBSs upon a knowl-136

edge of an impact of the selected actions on the performance.137

In practice, testing various trajectories over moving UEs is not138

possible, since the UEs’ positions change for each iteration.139

Furthermore, a physical wired connection among the FlyBSs,140

assumed in [33] to allow a coordination and the energy sharing 141

among FlyBSs, limits practical applications. 142

The energy consumption of the single FlyBS in the scenario 143

with mobile UEs is tackled in [34], [35], where the transmis- 144

sion power of single FlyBS and its energy spent for flying are 145

jointly optimized. A closed-form solution for the transmission 146

power setting and determination of the FlyBS’s coordinates 147

is derived. Even though such solution is easy to implement, 148

it is designed only for single FlyBS and cannot be easily 149

extended to multiple FlyBSs. Also, the closed-form solution 150

tracks the UEs strictly and, thus, leads to an unnecessary 151

energy consumption. 152

The works considering mobile UEs [29]–[35] assume 153

rotary-wing FlyBSs. However, the power consumption is rel- 154

atively high for static or slowly moving rotary-wing FlyBSs, 155

as shown e.g. in [23]. This is a result of helicopter dynamics, 156

see e.g., [36]. Thus, in the scenarios with pedestrians (e.g., 157

visitors of an outdoor event, sports, or city festival) considered 158

in our paper, the rotary-wing FlyBSs would operate in a high 159

energy consumption regime. Hence, we focus on the airship- 160

based FlyBSs represented by, e.g., small balloons or airships, 161

for which a slow movement or even temporary hovering at the 162

same position is not a drawback from the energy consumption 163

point of view [4], [37], [28]. 164

Our objective is to reduce the energy spent for 165

the airship-based FlyBSs’ movement while guaranteeing 166

a close-to-optimum sum capacity of the UEs. Unlike 167

[11]–[21], [23]–[28], where the static UEs with apriori known 168

positions are served sequentially, we focus on the scenario with 169

the airship-based FlyBSs providing continuous communication 170

services to the slowly moving UEs (e.g., pedestrians) in rural 171

or sub-urban areas, where a temporary event, such as sport 172

match, music/city festival, or concert, takes place. In such sce- 173

nario, constructing common infrastructure of mobile networks 174

with dense SBSs might not be economical, since the area is 175

usually lightly crowded and high communication requirements 176

arise only from time to time (e.g., once per week) due to 177

the above-mentioned temporary event. We also focus on the 178

energy consumption, which is neglected in most of the works 179

targeting mobile UEs, see, e.g., [29]–[32]. Besides, the works, 180

where either mobile UEs or energy is taken into account, 181

e.g., [29]–[35], assume the rotary-wing FlyBSs, but these are 182

not efficient for slow moving UEs due to a high energy 183

consumption and the solution tailored for the rotary-wing 184

FlyBSs cannot be applied due to completely different principle 185

of flying and, consequently, different energy consumption 186

models. We propose a new concept of the FlyBSs’ 3D move- 187

ment optimization to eliminate redundant movements of the 188

FlyBSs so that a notable energy saving is reached at a cost 189

of only a marginal degradation in the sum capacity of UEs. 190

Despite assuming mobile (moving) UEs, our solution does not 191

require any knowledge of the future UEs’ positions as in the 192

related works targeting the static UEs [11]–[28]. The contri- 193

bution and novelty presented in this paper are summarized as 194

follows: 195

• We derive a closed-form relation between the energy 196

consumed by the airship-based FlyBSs for flying and the 197

sum capacity achievable by the served mobile UEs. 198
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• We derive theoretical bounds and trade-offs between the199

energy consumed by single FlyBS for flying and the sum200

capacity of the mobile UEs. Further, we show a relation201

of both the energy consumption and the sum capacity202

to the positioning of single FlyBS to demonstrate that a203

slightly sub-optimal movement of the FlyBS in terms of204

the sum capacity results in a substantial reduction in the205

energy consumption for flying.206

• We extend the scenario to multiple FlyBSs and we formu-207

late the problem of the flying energy minimization under208

the sum capacity constraint considering also practical209

constraints on flying. To solve this problem, we derive210

a relation between the energy consumption and the sum211

capacity for multiple FlyBSs serving mobile UEs and212

we propose an algorithm determining 3D positions of213

the FlyBSs so that the sum capacity of the moving UEs214

remains close to a theoretical maximum while the energy215

spent for flying is significantly reduced.216

• We show that the proposed approach reduces the energy217

spent by the FlyBSs for flying by dozens of percent218

while the impact on the sum capacity is negligible for219

a wide range of numbers of the UEs and the FlyBSs.220

This interesting finding proves the fact that a “perfect221

positioning” of the airship-based FlyBSs is not necessary222

in practice, as it is energy demanding while the gain in223

sum capacity with respect to sub-optimal approaches is224

insignificant. This allows to relax requirements on the225

FlyBSs’ positioning and provides new degree of freedom226

for future optimizations in the networks with FlyBSs.227

Note that the paper is an extension of our prior work228

presented in [38], where we show that the energy consumption229

of the FlyBSs can be reduced by restricting the FlyBSs’ 2D230

movement while a cost represented by a degradation in the231

sum capacity is marginal.232

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next233

section outlines the system model considered in this paper and234

formulates the problem of energy consumption minimization.235

Then, in Section III, we provide an overview of general frame-236

work for the energy consumption minimization and we analyze237

trade-offs between the energy consumption and sum capacity238

for single FlyBS to illustrate theoretical bounds of the energy239

saving with respect to the sum capacity. Then, in Section IV,240

we extend the analysis to multiple FlyBSs and we propose a241

novel algorithm for the positioning of FlyBSs minimizing the242

energy consumed for flying. In Section V, simulation scenario243

and models are outlined and performance of the proposed244

algorithm is analyzed. Last, Section VI concludes the paper245

and outlines potential future works.246

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION247

In this section, we first define the system model and, then,248

we formulate the targeted problem. Note that we summarize249

key parameters and notations used in the paper in Table I.250

A. System Model251

Let’s assume N moving UEs distributed within an area252

covered by M FlyBSs. Current positions of the UEs at the253

TABLE I

KEY PARAMETERS AND NOTATIONS USED IN THE PAPER

time t are defined as UUU(t) = {u1u1u1(t),u2u2u2(t), . . . ,uNuNuN(t)}, 254

where ununun = [xu,n(t), yu,n(t), zu,n(t)] ∈ R
3 for ∀n ∈ 255

〈1, N〉. Similarly, the FlyBSs are located at 3D posi- 256

tions VVV (t) = {v1v1v1(t), v2v2v2(t), . . . , vMvMvM (t)}, where vmvmvm = 257

[xf,m(t), yf,m(t), zf,m(t)] ∈ R
3 for ∀m ∈ 〈1,M〉. Both the 258

UEs and the FlyBSs move over time and the coordinates 259

of each FlyBS are updated depending on the movement of 260

the UEs. Note that the analysis and solution provided in this 261

paper are independent of the UEs’ movement, as we derive 262

the new positions of the FlyBSs in a closed form based 263

only on the actual UEs’ positions (i.e., reactive approach). 264

Hence, no mobility model is defined for the purposes of the 265

analysis and we specify mobility models for simulations later 266

in Section V-A. 267

Initial positions of all FlyBSs and association of the UEs to 268

the FlyBSs are solved via commonly used k-means clustering 269

algorithm, such as in [30]. As the UEs move, the k-means 270

algorithm is continuously repeated to associate the UEs to the 271

FlyBSs. Note that the principle of our algorithm introduced 272

later in this paper is independent of the UEs’ association 273

and arbitrary approach for the UEs’ association, such as 274

the one based on machine learning proposed in [22], can 275

be adopted without changing our analysis or the proposed 276

algorithm. We adopt k-means as an example, because k-means 277

converges fast (in order of microseconds) due to its polynomial 278

complexity while it provides a good performance for the UEs’ 279

association [30]. 280

The downlink communication capacity of the n-th UE from 281

the m-th FlyBS is defined as: 282

Cn,m = Bn,m log2 (1 + γn,m) (1) 283
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where Bn,m stands for the channel bandwidth between the284

n-th UE and the m-th FlyBS (as our proposed solution does285

not depend on the selected bandwidth allocation, we assume286

the equal bandwidth allocation among the UEs connected to287

the same FlyBSs), and γn,m represents the SINR between the288

n-th UE and the m-th FlyBS considering also interference289

from other FlyBSs, as we assume the scenario with all FlyBSs290

occupying the same band. Thus, γn,m is defined as:291

γn,m =
pR

n,m

σ2 +
∑M

i=1, i�=m pR
n,i

(2)292

where pR
n,m and pR

n,i are the received powers at the n-th UE293

from the serving m-th FlyBS and the i-th interfering FlyBS,294

respectively, and σ2 represents the sum of the noise and the295

background interference (e.g., from neighboring cells).296

The received power pR
n,m is proportional to the distance297

dn,m between the n-th UE and the m-th FlyBS and is generally298

defined as:299

pR
n,m =

PT
mG

T
mG

R
n c

αn,mςn,m

(4πf)αn,md
αn,m
n,m

=
Qn,m

d
αn,m
n,m

(3)300

where PT
m is the transmission power of the m-th FlyBS, GT

m301

and GR
n are the gains of the FlyBS’s and UE’s antennas,302

respectively, f is the communication frequency, c = 3 × 108
303

m/s is the speed of light, αn,m represents the path loss304

exponent (of any positive value suitable for both line-of-sight,305

LoS, and non-line-of-sight, NLoS, communications) for the306

channel between the n-th UE and the m-the FlyBS, and ςn,m307

represents the channel fading between the m-th FlyBS and308

the n-th user. We substitute P T
mGT

mGR
n cαn,m

(4πf)αn,m with Qn,m for an309

ease of representation in the rest of the paper. Note that aspects310

related to channel estimation are left out, since this problem311

is addressed in many other works (e.g., [39], [40]) and key312

concept remains similar as for the SBSs, since we focus on313

slow moving pedestrians with a low speed. Consequently, also314

the FlyBSs move with low speed far below speeds supported315

by 5G. Thus, we can neglect an impact of outdated CSI.316

Note that the communication between the FlyBSs and the317

network (i.e., with the SBSs) and its specific implementation or318

potential limitation does not change principle of our proposed319

solution. Thus, like in many related works, we assume a high320

capacity backhaul connection of the FlyBSs to the network321

via, for example, optical wireless links [41], [42].322

For the scenario with pedestrians, considered in this323

paper, the rotary-wing FlyBSs are not convenient due to324

their relatively high power consumption in a static or325

slowly moving mode. This high consumption is a result326

of the helicopter dynamics’ effect (see, e.g., [23], [36]).327

Thus, we focus on the airship-based FlyBSs. The power328

consumption of the airships is proportional to the distance329

traveled between two points and the power consumption of the330

airships is negligible if the airship are not moving, since the331

gravity is compensated by a static buoyancy [43]. We assume332

the FlyBS follows the shortest path between the current333

location vm(t) = [x(t), y(t), z(t)] and a new determined334

location vm(t + 1) = [x(t + 1), y(t + 1), z(t + 1)],335

i.e., the m-th FlyBS moves for the distance dm = 336√(
x(t)−x(t+ 1))2+ (y(t)− y(t+ 1))2 +(z(t)−z(t+1))2

)
. 337

Having in mind the power consumption of the airship 338

is negligible when the airship hovers at the same position 339

the energy spent by the m-the FlyBS to fly from vm(t) to 340

vm(t+ 1) is defined as EF,m = dmem, where em represents 341

the instantaneous unit energy spent for the movement of the 342

m-th FlyBS per unit of distance (e.g., per meter). The overall 343

energy consumption of the FlyBSs includes also transmission 344

power spent for communication (data as well as signaling, 345

channel estimation, flight control, etc.), and consumption of 346

the circuitry. However, the overall transmission power is 347

typically between 10 and 30 dBm (0.01–1 W) [18], [44], [45] 348

and is significantly (few orders of magnitude) lower than the 349

power required for flying [23], [35], [46], [47], [43]. Hence, 350

we neglect the energy spent for communication. Besides, also 351

the circuitry power is typically constant and cannot be influ- 352

enced in frame of our targeted problem. Thus, we leave out 353

the circuitry consumption to avoid veiling the gains directly 354

related to our proposal. 355

B. Problem Formulation 356

We focus on saving of the energy spent by the FlyBSs 357

for flying while keeping the sum capacity of the moving 358

UEs still close to the maximum achievable sum capacity. 359

Thus, we minimize the energy consumption and the problem 360

addressed in this paper is defined as: 361

V̂ (t)V̂ (t)V̂ (t) = argmin
VVV∈∈∈RRR3M

M∑
m=1

EF,m 362

s.t. (a)
N∑

n=1

M∑
m=1

an,mCn,m ≥ Copt × (1 − ε), 363

(b) dm ≤ dmax, 364

(c) hmin ≤ zf,m ≤ hmax, (4) 365

where an,m = 1 if the n-th UE is associated to the m-th 366

FlyBS, otherwise an,m = 0, Copt is the sum capacity achieved 367

by the UEs if the FlyBSs are deployed at the positions that lead 368

to the maximum sum capacity, and ε ∈ 〈0, 1〉 is the constant 369

indicating the maximum allowed degradation in the sum 370

capacity (no degradation is allowed for ε = 0; and note that 371

ε is typically set to a fixed value according to users’ required 372

communication quality), dmax is the maximum distance the 373

FlyBS can move per time step (reflecting movement speed 374

limit), and hmin and hmax are the minimum and maximum 375

allowed altitudes of the FlyBS, respectively. 376

For clarity of explanations and derivations, but without loss 377

of generality, we leave out an,m in the rest of the paper and 378

we set Cn,m = 0 if the n-th UE is not connected to the m-th 379

FlyBS. 380

III. ANALYSIS AND BOUNDS FOR ENERGY SAVING 381

AND SUM CAPACITY OF SINGLE FLYBS 382

In this section, we first outline a general framework and 383

a core idea behind the energy consumption minimization 384

(i.e., saving the energy) for the airship-based FlyBSs. Then, 385
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a core idea of the proposed solution for elimination of
redundant movement. Note that if the FlyBS is within the distance Do from
the new optimal position, no movement is necessary.

we analytically derive a relation and trade-offs between a386

potential saving in the energy consumed for flying and a387

decrease in the sum capacity. The analysis is done for single388

FlyBS, as it allows to illustrate theoretical bounds for the389

energy saving and the sum capacity in an easy-to-follow way390

without interaction among FlyBSs (interference and mutual391

impact on positions). Note that an extension towards multiple392

FlyBSs follows in Section IV.393

A. Framework for FlyBS Positioning to Save Energy for394

Flying395

Existing algorithms focusing on the scenario with the396

mobile UEs typically navigate the FlyBS(s) to follow the posi-397

tion maximizing the capacity. Hence, in the related existing398

works, the FlyBS moves frequently to increase the capacity399

offered to the UEs. In our scenario with the slow-moving400

pedestrian UEs served by the airship-based FlyBS, which is401

efficient for such scenario, the frequent changes of the FlyBS’402

position notably drain their battery while achieving only a403

marginal improvement in the sum capacity. Consequently, the404

sum capacity maximization leads inevitably to “redundant”405

movements of the FlyBS. However, due to logarithmic depen-406

dence of the capacity on the distance (which is related to the407

channel quality), some of the FlyBS’s movements introduce408

only a marginal improvement in the sum capacity while a409

notable additional energy is consumed by the FlyBS for flying.410

The work presented in this paper is based on a presumption411

that not every movement of the UEs should necessarily lead412

to a repositioning of the FlyBSs to the position yielding the413

maximum sum capacity (denoted as the new optimal position).414

To this end, we suggest to avoid the “redundant” movements so415

that the FlyBS does not follow exactly the optimum position416

(i.e., position yielding the maximum capacity) v∗v∗v∗(t + 1) =417

[x∗f (t + 1), y∗f(t + 1), z∗f (t + 1)]. Thus, instead of traveling418

to the optimum position, the FlyBS moves only to a new419

position vvv(t + 1) = [xf (t + 1), yf(t + 1), zf (t + 1)], which420

is between the optimum and current positions to avoid the421

redundant movement, as illustrated in Fig. 1.422

The new real position of the FlyBS is determined knowing423

the current FlyBS position vvv(t) = [xf (t), yf(t), zf(t)], the424

new optimal position of the FlyBS v∗v∗v∗(t + 1) = [x∗f (t + 1),425

y∗f (t+1), z∗f (t+1)], and the distance Do to this new optimal426

position. Finding of the optimum positions of the FlyBS is427

a linear programming problem, hence, we derive the opti-428

mum position numerically by the Nelder-Mead simplex search429

Fig. 2. Example of FlyBS movement considering proposed concept (green
solid line) with respect to positions yielding maximum sum capacity (red
dashed line). Each cross “×” identifies a point where new position of
FlyBS is determined and circles represent distance Do from the optimum
FlyBS’s position maximizing capacity within which the allowed sum capacity
degradation ε is not exceeded.

(see details in [48]). Such approach is, however of a high 430

complexity making it impractical for real networks. Therefore, 431

we also investigate the performance for the positions of 432

the FlyBS derived by a commonly adopted low-complexity 433

(polynomial) and fast converging, but sub-optimal (in terms of 434

the sum capacity) approach via k-means (see, e.g., [30]) and 435

via state-of-the-art successive convex optimization outlined 436

in [14]. Note that our proposed solution is independent of the 437

approach for the optimum positions’ determination. Hence, 438

we consider these three approaches for our investigation 439

to show performance for i) complex, but well-performing, 440

ii) low-complexity, but slightly worse performing, as well as 441

iii) state-of-the-art approaches. 442

The new real position of the FlyBS is represented by an 443

intersection of the straight line between the current and new 444

optimal positions and the sphere defined by the radius Do(t+ 445

1) whose center corresponds to the optimal position of the 446

FlyBS. The new 3D coordinates of the FlyBS are defined in 447

following lemma. 448

Lemma 1: The new position of the FlyBS is determined in 449

a closed-form as: 450

vvv(t+ 1) = vvv(t) +
(v∗v∗v∗(t+ 1)− vvv(t))
||v∗v∗v∗(t+ 1)− vvv(t)|| 451

×max{0, (||v∗v∗v∗(t+ 1)− vvv(t)|| −Do(t+ 1))} 452

(5) 453

Proof: In case that ||v∗v∗v∗(t + 1) − vvv(t)|| ≤ Do(t + 1), 454

the FlyBS would not move, as the constraint (4a) is already 455

fulfilled. Furthermore, in case that ||v∗v∗v∗(t + 1) − vvv(t)|| > 456

Do(t + 1), the movement of the FlyBS starts from vvv(t) and 457

continues towards v∗v∗v∗(t+ 1). The movement distance is dm = 458

||v∗v∗v∗(t+1)−vvv(t)||−Do(t+1) according to Fig. 1. Hence, the 459

displacement vector of the FlyBS is (v∗v∗v∗(t+1)−vvv(t))
||v∗v∗v∗(t+1)−vvv(t)||dm, where 460

(v∗v∗v∗(t+1)−vvv(t))
||v∗v∗v∗(t+1)−vvv(t)|| is the unit vector for the movement towards 461

v∗v∗v∗(t+ 1). This concludes the proof. 462

The above described approach leads to a natural “smoothen- 463

ing” of the FlyBS’s movement. In other words, the FlyBS 464

do not copy the movement of UEs accurately, but naturally 465

avoids a redundant and non-beneficial movement as illustrated 466

in Fig. 2. 467
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B. Analysis of Energy Consumption and Sum Capacity468

Trade-Offs for Single FlyBS469

In the case of single FlyBS, no interference among the470

FlyBSs applies, thus, the downlink communication capacity471

of the n-th UE is defined as:472

Cn = Bn × log2

(
1 +

pR
n

σ2

)
(6)473

Note that we omit index of the FlyBS in this subsection474

for clarity of presentation, as only one FlyBS is considered.475

For clarity of derivations, we remove also the constraints on476

the FlyBS flight (4b) and (4c) in this subsection. Then, the477

problem formulated in (4) is simplified to:478

V ∗(t)V ∗(t)V ∗(t) = argmin
VVV∈∈∈RRR3M

EF479

s.t.
N∑

n=1

Cn ≥ Copt × (1− ε) (7)480

To solve this problem analytically, we first modify the481

constraint in (7) and we define relation between the allowed482

degradation in the sum capacity ε and the distance Do, which483

the FlyBS keeps from the optimum position as indicated in484

Proposition 1.485

Proposition 1: The constraint
∑N

n=1 Cn ≥ Copt × (1 − ε)486

in (7) can be replaced with the following constraint487

488

d [vvv(t), vvv∗(t)] < Do(t) (8)489

where d [vvv(t), vvv∗(t)] represents the distance between the points490

vvv(t) and vvv∗(t) representing the current and the optimal491

positions of the FlyBS at the time t.492

The constraint (8) indicates that the new 3D position of the493

FlyBS lies in the sphere with the center at vvv∗(t) and with the494

radius:495

Do(t) =

(
ν − Copt × (1− ε)∑N

n=1 ωn

) 1
2

(9)496

where ν and ωn are substitutions of the system parame-497

ters (including, among others, 3D coordinates of the FlyBS)498

defined in Appendix A to simplify the formulation.499

Proof: Please see Appendix A.500

To quantify efficiency of the positioning in terms of the501

energy consumption, we define the energy saving metric Es502

representing the amount of energy saved by the optimized503

positioning with respect to the positioning maximizing the sum504

capacity. To evaluate the energy saving Es, let’s first expand505

the general high-level illustration of the principle presented in506

Fig. 1 into multiple consecutive steps of the FlyBS’s movement507

as shown in Fig. 3. The FlyBS’s movement can be decomposed508

Fig. 3. Illustrative example of single FlyBS movement over several (two)
positions; the dashed red line is the “state-of-the-art” movement maximizing
the sum capacity while the solid green line is the movement reducing the
energy consumed for flying.

into movements corresponding to short time steps (from t to 509

t+1, from t+1 to t+2, etc.). Each segment of the movement 510

is described by its length and by its angle θ with respect to the 511

previous segment. Note that this angle is used for the purpose 512

of analysis and can be of any value (i.e., θ ∈ [0, 2π]). The 513

figure depicts two possible paths of the FlyBS, each with two 514

segments. The first path (red dashed line) corresponds to the 515

FlyBS movement achieving the maximum sum capacity while 516

the second path (green solid line) represents a shorter path 517

resulting in the saving in energy consumed for flying. 518

Considering the airship-based FlyBS, as explained in 519

Section II, a potential energy saving is proportional to the ratio 520

of the energy consumption over the energy efficient (green 521

solid) path and the energy consumption over the path maximiz- 522

ing the sum capacity (red dashed). Hence, the relative saved 523

energy Es for the movement of single FlyBS is expressed 524

by (10), as shown at the bottom of the page. 525

The Es expresses the achievable energy saving in relation 526

to the loss in sum capacity (with respect to the theoretical 527

maximum achievable capacity) for single FlyBS. The energy 528

saving Es is proportional to Do that is, in turn, proportional to 529

ε (i.e., allowed degradation in the sum capacity with respect 530

to Copt, see (9)). Thus, with increasing ε, Do increases as 531

well and, consequently, more energy is saved (see (10)). Note 532

that Es = 1 corresponds to 100% of saved energy while 533

Es = 0 represents no saving at all. A visualization and a 534

quantification of the trade-off between the energy savings and 535

the sum capacity according to (10) are provided in Section V 536

focused on performance evaluation. 537

IV. ENERGY EFFICIENT POSITIONING 538

OF MULTIPLE FLYBSS 539

In this section, we extend the single FlyBS scenario to 540

multiple FlyBSs. First, we derive energy consumption of the 541

Es = 1 − d [vvv(t), vvv(t + 1)] + d [vvv(t + 1), vvv(t + 2)]

d [vvv(t), vvv∗(t + 1)] + d [vvv∗(t + 1), vvv∗(t + 2)]

= 1 − d
�
vvv(t), vvv∗(t + 1)

�
+ d

�
vvv(t + 1), vvv∗(t + 2)

� − Do(t + 1) − Do(t + 2)

d [vvv(t), vvv∗(t + 1)] + d [vvv∗(t + 1), vvv∗(t + 2)]

= 1 −
d
�
vvv(t), vvv∗(t + 1)

�− �
Do(t + 1) + Do(t + 2)

�
+
�

D2
o(t + 1) + d2 [vvv∗(t + 1), vvv∗(t + 2)] − 2Do(t + 1)d [vvv∗(t + 1), vvv∗(t + 2)] cos(θ(t + 1))

d
�
vvv(t), vvv∗(t + 1)

�
+ d

�
vvv∗(t + 1), vvv∗(t + 2)

� (10)
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FlyBS with respect to required changes in the sum capacity542

considering mutual impact (interference and positioning) of543

the FlyBSs. Then, we propose algorithm minimizing the544

energy consumed by the FlyBSs for flying under the con-545

straints on sum capacity and flying in (4). Last, we discuss546

complexity and potential limitations of the algorithm.547

A. Energy Consumption and Sum Capacity for Multiple548

FlyBSs549

An extension towards multiple FlyBSs assumes to consider550

a mutual interference among the FlyBSs. Thus, the channel551

capacity of the n-th UE associated to the m-th FlyBS (Cm,n)552

is defined in line with (1) and (2). For analysis of the energy553

consumption and sum capacity trade-offs in this section,554

we first approximate the sum capacity of multiple FlyBSs in555

the following theorem.556

Theorem 1: The sum capacity of N UEs served by M557

FlyBSs is approximated as:558

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

Cn,m ≈ A−
M∑

m=1

rmd
2 [vmvmvm(t), v∗mv

∗
mv
∗
m(t)] (11)559

and the constraint (4a) can be reformulated to:560

M∑
m=1

rmd
2 [vmvmvm(t), v∗mv

∗
mv
∗
m(t)] ≤ A− Copt × (1− ε) (12)561

where A and rm are substitutions defined in Appendix B to562

simplify the formulation.563

Proof: Please see Appendix B.564

To derive also the energy consumed for flying of individual565

FlyBSs, we first determine the required movement (dm,req) of566

the m-th FlyBS (1 ≤ m ≤ M) leading to the increase in the567

sum capacity ΔC, which is required to fulfill the constraint568

(4a). Thus, ΔC is the difference between the sum capacity569

offered by all FlyBSs at the time t− 1 and at the time t, i.e.,:570

ΔC =
M∑

m=1

N∑
n=1

Cn,m(t)−
M∑

m=1

N∑
n=1

Cn,m(t− 1) (13)571

Now, exploiting the reformulated constraint from572

Theorem 1, we define ΔC as a function of the m-th573

FlyBS’s movement for the distance dm,req required to fulfill574

the constraint, i.e.,:575

ΔC =
M∑

m=1

N∑
n=1

Cn,m(t+ 1)−
M∑

m=1

N∑
n=1

Cn,m(t)576

= (A−
M∑

m=1

rm(d [vmvmvm(t), v∗mv
∗
mv
∗
m(t)] + dm,req)2)577

− (A−
M∑

m=1

rmd
2[vmvmvm(t), v∗mv

∗
mv
∗
m(t)])578

= −rm
(
d2

m,req(t+ 1)+2d [vmvmvm(t), v∗mv
∗
mv
∗
m(t)] dm,req(t+ 1)

)
579

(14)580

We can rewrite (14) to:581

(dm,req(t+ 1) + d [vmvmvm(t), v∗mv
∗
mv
∗
m(t)])2 =d2 [vmvmvm(t), v∗mv

∗
mv
∗
m(t)]− ΔC

rm
582

(15)583

From (15), the value of dm,req(t+ 1) is simply expressed as: 584

dm,req(t+1)=−d [vmvmvm(t), v∗mv
∗
mv
∗
m(t)]±

√
d2 [vmvmvm(t), v∗mv

∗
mv
∗
m(t)]−ΔC

rm
585

(16) 586

Between two values resulting from (16), we choose the one 587

with a smaller absolute value, as the smaller movement incurs 588

lower energy consumption: 589

|dm,req(t+ 1)| 590

= min

{∣∣∣∣∣−d [vmvmvm(t), v∗mv
∗
mv
∗
m(t)]−

√
d2 [vmvmvm(t), v∗mv

∗
mv
∗
m(t)]− ΔC

rm

∣∣∣∣∣ , 591

∣∣∣∣∣−d [vmvmvm(t), v∗mv
∗
mv
∗
m(t)] +

√
d2 [vmvmvm(t), v∗mv

∗
mv
∗
m(t)]− ΔC

rm

∣∣∣∣∣
}

592

(17) 593

Then, the energy consumption for flying of the m-th FlyBS 594

leading to ΔC is: 595

EF,m (t+ 1) = emdm,req(t+ 1) (18) 596

B. Energy Efficient Positioning of Multiple Airship-Based 597

FlyBSs 598

Exploiting the relation between the sum capacity and 599

the energy consumption derived in the previous subsection, 600

we propose an algorithm that determines the positions of 601

arbitrary number of FlyBSs so that the energy spent for 602

flying is minimized while the sum capacity still satisfies the 603

constraint (4a). We distinguish two cases according to the 604

constraint: 605

1) If the capacity constraint (4a) is satisfied, the FlyBSs 606

should not move to avoid redundant consumption of the 607

energy for flying. 608

2) If the capacity constraint (4a) is not satisfied, a move- 609

ment of at least one of the FlyBSs is required to satisfy 610

the users requirements on communication capacity. 611

As the first case does not require any movement, we now 612

focus on the second case. The FlyBSs move with small steps 613

as summarized in Algorithm 1. At the beginning (line 2 in 614

Algorithm 1), the required increase in the sum capacity to 615

fulfill the constraint ΔCtarget reflecting the users’ require- 616

ments is determined. The ΔCtarget is split into small sub- 617

steps ΔCstep ∈ (0; ΔCtarget〉. In each sub-step, the energy 618

consumption for the required increase in sum capacity is 619

calculated from (18) for each FlyBS (line 4). The FlyBS, 620

whose movement yields the highest gain in the sum capacity 621

at the cost of the smallest energy consumption is selected, 622

i.e., in each sub-step, we select the FlyBS m0 maximizing 623
ΔCstep

EF,m
(see line 5). As Cstep > 0, ΔCtarget decrements over 624

sub-steps and the algorithm converges. Note that selection of 625

a larger ΔCstep leads to a lower number of sub-steps with 626

a longer FlyBS’s movement in each sub-step (thus, keeps 627

low computation complexity), but the longer movement of the 628

FlyBS in each sub-step results to a sub-optimal new position 629

of the FlyBS. The sub-optimality results from the fact that 630

the selected FlyBS m0 keeps moving even if its ΔCstep

EF,m0
is no 631
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Algorithm 1 Determination of New Positions for FlyBSs
Minimizing Energy Consumption

1: M← {1, . . . ,M}, [xf,m(t+1), yf,m(t+1), zf,m(t+1)]←
[xf,m(t), yf,m(t), zf,m(t)], dm,tot = 0 ∀m ∈M

2: ΔCtarget ← Copt × (1 − ε)−∑N
n=1

∑M
m=1 Cn,m

3: while ΔCtarget > 0 do
4: Calculate [EF,1, . . . , EF,M ] from (18)
5: m0 ← argmaxm∈M(ΔCstep

EF,m
)

6: Calculate dm0,req(t+ 1) from (17) with ΔC = ΔCstep

7: if dm0,req(t+ 1) > dmax then dm0,req(t+ 1)← dmax

and calculate ΔC from (14) end if
8: Calculate new [xf,m0(t+1), yf,m0(t+1), zf,m0(t+1)] of

m0-th FlyBS via (5)
9: if zf,m0(t+ 1) > hmax or zf,m0(t+ 1) < hmin then

10: dm0,req(t+1) ← || hmax(min)−zf,m0 (t)

zf,m0 (t+1)−zf,m0 (t)
× (v∗

m0
v∗

m0
v∗

m0
(t+1)−vm0vm0vm0 (t))

||v∗
m0

v∗
m0

v∗
m0

(t+1)−vm0vm0vm0 (t)|| ||
and calculate ΔC (14) and vm0vm0vm0 (5)

11: end if
12: if dm0,tot(t+ 1) + dm0,req(t+ 1) > dmax then
13: dm0,req(t+ 1)← dmax − dm0,tot(t+ 1), calculate ΔC

from (14) and vm0vm0vm0 from (5), and M←M− {m0}
14: else dm0,tot(t + 1) ← dm0,tot(t + 1) + dm0,req(t + 1)

end if
15: ΔCtarget = ΔCtarget −ΔC
16: end while

longer maximal among all FlyBSs. Our experiments show that632

setting of ΔCstep to few kbps guarantees close-to-optimum633

performance and still keeps a low number of sub-steps. Hence,634

we set ΔCstep to 10 kbps in this paper.635

Now, using (17), we determine the distance dm0,req(t+ 1)636

for which the selected FlyBS m0 should move to reach ΔCstep637

(line 6). If the resulting dm0,req(t + 1) exceeds dmax and638

violates constraint (4b), the FlyBS moves only for dmax and639

ΔC is updated via (14) (line 7). Then, new position of the640

selected FlyBS m0 is determined via (5) (line 8). If the new641

position would lead to a movement below minimum or above642

maximum allowed altitudes (constraint (4c)), the coordinates643

vm0vm0vm0 of the FlyBS are adjusted and ΔC is also updated644

(lines 9–11). After this, we also verify if the total movement of645

single FlyBS over all sub-steps towards ΔCtarget still fulfills646

the constraint (4b) (lines 12–14) and ΔC is updated together647

with the FlyBS’s coordinates vm0vm0vm0 if the constraint is violated648

(line 13). Since the violation of (4b) indicates that the FlyBS649

m0 cannot further move in the next sub-steps, m0 is excluded650

from the set of all FlyBS considered for movement in next651

iterations (line 13). Finally, ΔCtarget is decreased by ΔCstep652

(line 15). The process of the FlyBS selection and movement653

(lines 4–15) is repeated until the constraint (4a) is not fulfilled,654

i.e., as long as ΔCtarget > 0. Algorithm 1 is repeated again655

if the capacity constraint in (4a) becomes not fulfilled in the656

future, e.g., due to the UEs’ movement.657

C. Complexity and Potential limitations658

To determine the computation complexity of Algorithm 1,659

first, let us remind the proposed solution consists of two steps:660

i) an approximation of the sum capacity, and ii) a positioning661

of the FlyBSs based on the approximated sum capacity (Algo- 662

rithm 1). The complexity of the approximation in the step i) 663

is O(M) for each UE, where M is the number of FlyBSs. 664

Thus, the complexity of the step i) is O(MN), where N is 665

the number of UEs and this complexity is linear with respect 666

to both the number of UEs and the number of FlyBSs. Then, 667

the complexity of the step ii) is O(1/ΔCstep). Hence, the 668

total complexity of the proposed solution is O(MN/ΔCstep), 669

which makes the algorithm fast and easy to implement in 670

practical systems. 671

Our algorithm is designed for the airship-based FlyBSs 672

and would not work well for the rotary-wing FlyBSs, since 673

the rotary-wing FlyBSs exhibit completely different energy 674

consumption behavior. However, this limitation is implied 675

by our targeted scenario, where the rotary-wing FlyBSs are 676

not efficient, see Section I. Furthermore, the FlyBSs should 677

cooperate together. Still, solutions considered commonly in 678

the related works assuming a control of the FlyBSs centrally 679

from the network via SBSs can be adopted in a way that the 680

algorithm is processed by the network and decisions are, then, 681

delivered to individual FlyBSs. Hence, no extra signaling or 682

information exchange is required with respect to the related 683

works. 684

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 685

In this section, first, simulation scenario, models, and met- 686

rics are outlined. Then, we illustrate bounds of theoretical 687

energy saving related to the sum capacity of the UEs for single 688

FlyBS. Last, we investigate the energy saving in the scenario 689

with multiple FlyBSs and we demonstrate an efficiency of 690

the proposed algorithm comparing to the optimum as well as 691

state-of-the-art solutions for the FlyBS positioning. 692

A. Simulation Scenario, Models, and Metrics 693

We assume the area of 1000 × 1000 m as in [12]. Within 694

this area, 40 or 1000 UEs [12], [33], [35] are dropped as the 695

FlyBSs are supposed to serve heavily loaded scenarios with a 696

high UEs’ density. To mimic a realistic scenario, we model the 697

UEs’ mobility as a mixture of random way-point and cluster- 698

based mobility models. To this end, a half of the UEs (i.e., 699

500 UEs) are dropped randomly within the simulation area and 700

move according to the commonly used random walk mobility 701

model with a speed of 1 m/s. The second half of the UEs 702

(another 500 UEs) are randomly distributed into Ncr = 6 703

“crowds” and these UEs follow the crowd mobility model 704

inspired by [49]. The movement of each crowd is defined by 705

coordinates of the crowd’s center W = {w1, w2, . . . , wNcr}, 706

where wN cr ∈ R2 for ∀ncr ∈ 〈1, Ncr〉. Each cluster is of 20 m 707

radius. Then, the 500 UEs belonging to the second half are ran- 708

domly assigned to one of these clusters and dropped within the 709

corresponding radius. Each UE in the cluster follows the global 710

movement vector of the cluster, which moves with a speed of 711

1 m/s. On the top of the cluster movement, each UE within the 712

cluster can also change its movement by ±15◦ and speed by 713

±0.4 m/s with respect to the cluster center (i.e., the clustered 714

UEs move with the uniformly distributed speed of 0.6 − 715

1.4 m/s). Note that the UEs cannot leave the cluster radius. 716
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TABLE II

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

We deploy up to five FlyBSs to serve the UEs [12], [33],717

[35]. The FlyBSs’ traveled distance per second is limited718

to dmax = 25 m and the altitude to hmin = 30 m and719

hmax = 350 m. The channel between UE and FlyBS is720

determined via mixed LoS/NLoS path loss model with 10%721

probability of NLoS and 90% of LoS, as we focus on an722

outdoor scenario with the UEs in an open area. LoS and723

NLoS channels are modeled via the free space path loss with724

αn,m = 2 and αn,m = 3 in (3), respectively. We assume725

carrier frequency of 2.6 GHz [35], bandwidth of 20 MHz [50],726

and transmission power of the FlyBSs of 15 dBm [33], [44].727

Noise and background interference from the neighboring SBSs728

with a density of −174 dBm/Hz [12], [35] and −130 dBm/Hz,729

respectively, are also considered to reflect our scenario, where730

a common infrastructure of mobile networks is not exactly in731

the served area like in the case of, for example, music festival732

in rural area. Note that the interference among the FlyBSs is733

derived as a sum of all interfering signals and it is added up to734

the noise and background interference from the neighboring735

SBSs.736

The simulations are of 1800 seconds duration and the simu-737

lations are repeated 500 times with different UEs’ deployments738

and movements in each simulation run to suppress an impact739

of randomness. Key simulation parameters and settings are740

summarized in Table II.741

The proposed solution is compared with following742

approaches:743

• Numerical positioning, which determines the positions of744

the FlyBSs to maximize the sum capacity numerically via745

Nelder-Mead simplex.746

• Positioning based on k-means, introduced in [30], rep-747

resents the common approach adopted for positioning in748

recent works, as it is of polynomial complexity only (thus749

converges fast).750

• Positioning via successive convex optimization, repre-751

senting state-of-the-art work determining the FlyBSs’752

positions to maximize the minimum capacity, as proposed753

in [14].754

Note that up to our best knowledge, there is no paper targeting755

the minimization of the energy consumption for flying of756

the airship-based FlyBSs serving mobile UEs and comparison757

with the works for static UEs is not possible due to the nature758

of such works.759

To evaluate a performance of the proposed algorithm,760

we define two performance metrics:761

Fig. 4. Relation between distance to optimum Do with respect to allowed
degradation in sum capacity of UEs ε.

• Energy saving Es – determined as relative average 762

amount of the energy consumed by the proposal with 763

respect to the average energy consumed by the algorithms 764

determining the FlyBSs (sub-)optimal positions numeri- 765

cally, by k-means, and via successive convex optimiza- 766

tion, during the whole simulation. 767

• Sum capacity degradation – relative difference between 768

the sum capacity achieved by the proposed algorithm and 769

by the FlyBSs in the (sub-)optimum positions. Note that 770

the sum capacity approximation in Theorem 1 does not 771

apply in the simulations. 772

Note that we present both performance metrics as relative 773

values (from 0 to 1) with respect to performance in the 774

(sub-)optimum positions of the FlyBSs, since the relative 775

metrics eliminate an impact of a specific setting of the energy 776

consumption model. 777

B. Theoretical Bounds of Energy Saving for Single FlyBS 778

For easy interpretation of the trade-offs in energy saving 779

and sum capacity, let us first illustrate a relation between the 780

distance of the FlyBS from the optimum position Do and the 781

allowed degradation in sum capacity ε for typical FlyBS’s 782

altitudes [4], [51] in Fig. 4. 783

Fig. 4 indicates that Do first rises quickly with increasing 784

ε and, then, starts slowly saturating. This is implied by the 785

logarithmic relation between the capacity and path loss with 786

respect to the distance. We illustrate the results for various 787

altitudes of the FlyBS to indicate that there is almost linear 788

dependence between the FlyBS’s altitude and Do. Thus, the 789

higher the FlyBS is, the higher the distance from the optimum 790

position is acceptable in order to fulfill the maximum allowed 791

degradation in the sum capacity. In general, relatively large 792

values of Do (in order of ones to few dozens of meters) still 793

lead to only a negligible decrease in the sum capacity. For 794

example, to guarantee the sum capacity degradation below 1% 795

(i.e., ε = 0.01), the FlyBS can stay about up to 1.1 m, 2.3 m, 796

5.5 m, 12 m, 18.5 m, and 37 m from the optimum position 797

for the FlyBS at altitudes of 10 m, 20 m, 50 m, 100 m, 798

150 m, and 300 m, respectively. This finding itself can be 799

interpreted so that the sub-optimal FlyBS’s positions in order 800

of few meters lead to only a negligible degradation in the sum 801

capacity. Such outcome significantly relaxes requirements on 802

finding the optimum positions of the FlyBSs. 803

Now, let’s investigate the trade-off between energy saving 804

and sum capacity degradation according to (10). In Fig. 5, 805
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Fig. 5. Examples of UEs’ movement along: i) straight street (θ = π),
ii) right-angled streets (θ = π/2), and iii) streets under angle of θ = π/4.

we illustrate three examples of common practical cases rep-806

resenting the UEs moving along: i) straight street (θ = π)807

with length of L meters, ii) right-angled streets (i.e., under808

the angle θ = π/2), each street with length of L/2, and809

iii) streets with length of L/2 under the angle of θ = π/4.810

We analyze the energy saving of single FlyBS depending on811

the street length L, its direction (defined by the angle θ), and812

Do in Fig. 6. We show the energy saving for the allowed sum813

capacity degradation of 0.5% (ε = 0.005) and 4% (ε = 0.04)814

corresponding to Do of 12 m and 39 m, respectively, for the815

FlyBS’s altitude of 150 m. Note that Do is derived from ε816

via (9), as visualized in Fig 4. The results in Fig. 6 indicate817

that the longer the street is (i.e., the higher value of L), the less818

energy can be saved. This is justified by the fact that the longer819

the movement in the same direction is, the proportionally820

lower part of the movement can provide some energy saving.821

Let us illustrate this on an example of rather extreme case822

with a long direct street (θ = π) and all UEs moving along823

the street in the same direction. For such street, the optimum824

position yielding the maximum sum capacity “moves” along825

with the UEs in the same direction. Thus, any energy saving is826

possible only at the beginning of the street until the optimum827

position is not farther than Do from the initial position of the828

FlyBS. Once the optimum position becomes farther than Do,829

the constraint (4a) would not hold unless the FlyBS moves as830

well. However, as the UEs keep moving in the same direction,831

the FlyBS should also keep moving in the same direction.832

Thus, when the optimum becomes at the distance Do from833

the FlyBS position for the first time, the FlyBS is forced834

to move all the time and no saving is possible to fulfill the835

constraint (4a). Thus, with prolongation of the street (higher836

L), the Do(t) becomes relatively smaller with respect to L837

and the energy saving is also reduced.838

Furthermore, Fig. 6 demonstrates that more notable energy839

saving is observed if the angle between two streets θ is more840

acute. The reason is that the more acute angle enables to841

eliminate more significant part of the movement. In other842

words, the FlyBS moves less, as the UEs remain within Do843

for a longer time. We also observe that a significant (dozens of844

percent) saving in the energy consumed for flying is possible845

despite a very low (few percent or less) degradation in the sum846

capacity is allowed. This very positive trade-off theoretically847

allows to save a significant amount of the energy for flying at848

a cost of only a marginal degradation in the sum capacity.849

The analysis and results in Fig. 6 indicate that the energy850

saving is more likely for “more random” movement of the851

UEs rather than for a uniform direct movement of all UEs in852

Fig. 6. Relative amount of saved energy of FlyBS for flying; Es = 0
represents no saving, Es = 1 corresponds to 100% of energy being saved.

the same direction. Such finding is, however, positive as the 853

UEs are supposed to move at least a bit randomly in most of 854

real-world situations. 855

C. Energy Saving for Multiple FlyBSs 856

Now, let’s focus on the energy saving and the sum capacity 857

in the scenario with multiple FlyBSs. For this investigation, 858

we assume a general area without streets (e.g., a square in a 859

city, a concert, a sport event, or an emergency situation in an 860

open area), where some of the UEs move randomly and some 861

follow a crowd movement model as explained in Section V-A. 862

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the energy saving and corresponding 863

sum capacity degradation ε (reflecting the users’ requirements, 864

see (4)), respectively, of the proposed algorithm with respect to 865

the FlyBSs’ positioning derived by three approaches outlined 866

in Section V-A, i.e., numerically via simplex (left subplots), 867

by k-means (middle subplots), and by state-of-the-art 3D 868

positioning maximizing the minimum capacity via successive 869

convex optimization (right subplots). The figures show results 870

for lightly loaded network represented by 40 UEs (blue lines) 871

and heavily loaded network with 1000 UEs (black lines) 872

to demonstrate a scalability of our proposal. For the lower 873

number of UEs, the gain with respect to the state-of-the-art 874

works is a bit smaller (up to several to dozens percent decrease 875

if the number of UEs drops 25-times, i.e., from 1000 to 40). 876

This behavior is expectable, as the lower number of UEs 877

imposes less pressure on communication and, hence, even 878

less efficient solutions do not suffer much from sub-optimal 879

decisions. A notable energy saving is observed with respect 880

to all three competitive algorithms disregarding the number of 881

FlyBSs, however, more significant energy saving is reached 882

for a lower number of FlyBSs. The higher saving for less 883

FlyBSs is due to a lower level of mutual interference among 884

the FlyBSs and, at the same time, due to the fact that the 885

more FlyBSs are deployed, the smaller area is served by each 886

FlyBS and its movement is limited to this smaller area. Note 887

that the decrease in energy savings with the number of FlyBSs 888

is very small (just few percent when the number of FlyBSs is 889

increased from three to five) and the savings are still significant 890

(far above 60%) even for five FlyBSs. Hence, the solution is 891

applicable even for large-scale scenarios. 892

In all three subplots in Fig. 7, the amount of saved energy 893

increases with relaxation of the constraint on the sum capacity 894

(i.e., with increasing ε). The energy saving first raises promptly 895

when ε > 0, since even a small allowed degradation in the 896

capacity enables notable energy savings. With further increase 897
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Fig. 7. Relative energy saving of proposed FlyBSs’ positioning with respect to energy consumed by positioning: maximizing sum capacity derived numerically
(left), based on k-means (middle), and based on successive convex optimization (right).

Fig. 8. Sum capacity degradation due to proposed energy-efficient positioning with respect to maximum sum capacity determined: numerically (left),
by k-means (middle), and based on successive convex optimization (right).

Fig. 9. Impact of speed of UEs on energy saving (left subplot) and sum
capacity (right subplot) with respect to the numerical positioning for allowed
degradation in sum capacity ε = 0.04.

Fig. 10. Fairness in capacity experienced by users with respect to allowed
sum capacity degradation ε for five FlyBSs.

in ε, the savings get saturated, since the saving reaches its max-898

imum given by the users movement pattern. The energy for899

flying is saved significantly even if the allowed decrease in the900

sum capacity is very low (i.e., for very low ε). For example, for901

the allowed degradation in the sum capacity of 1% (ε = 0.01),902

55.4%, 67.5%, and 90.7% of the energy is saved compared to903

the numerical derivation of the optimum position (left subplot)904

if five, three, and one FlyBSs are deployed, respectively. The905

Fig. 11. Number of iterations performed in the proposed positioning for
different ΔCstep and various values of allowed degradation in sum capacity
ε for five FlyBSs.

numerical derivation of the optimum position is not practical 906

due to a high complexity. Thus, we show also the performance 907

of the proposed scheme with respect to a more practical state- 908

of-the-art solution determining the position of the FlyBSs 909

based on low-complexity k-means (middle subplot in Fig. 7) 910

and based on successive convex optimization (right subplot 911

in Fig. 7). With respect to the k-means-based determination 912

of the positions, the proposal achieves even more significant 913

energy saving and 77.2%, 88.2%, and 98.8% of the energy is 914

saved for five, three, and one FlyBSs, respectively, if only 1% 915

degradation in the sum capacity is allowed (i.e., ε = 0.01). 916

Similar energy saving of 77.1%, 88.6%, and 98.9% for five, 917

three, and one FlyBSs, respectively, if ε = 0.01 is reached 918

by the proposal also with respect to the positioning based on 919

successive convex optimization. The reason for higher savings 920

reached by the proposal compared to the k-means and the 921

successive convex optimization than the savings compared 922

to the numerical solution is the fact that both the k-means 923

and the successive convex optimization provide a sub-optimal 924
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Fig. 12. Example of movement of three FlyBSs for the proposed algorithm (solid lines) and positioning derived numerically (dotted lines), “•” and “×”
markers indicate starting and finishing positions of the FlyBSs in 3D (left) and 2D projection (right).

sum capacity (lower than for the numerical solution) and,925

thus, enable our proposed algorithm to avoid the redundant926

movement even more notably.927

Note that ε defines the maximum “allowed” degradation in928

the sum capacity, however, even a lower degradation can be929

actually experienced by the UEs. Thus, in Fig. 8, we illustrate930

the real sum capacity degradation observed in the simulations931

with respect to the given allowed degradation ε. The figure932

confirms that the real degradation in the sum capacity is safely933

below the allowed one (dotted straight line in figures) and the934

capacity constraint (4a) is satisfied.935

Comparing the proposal with the positioning maximizing936

the sum capacity numerically in Fig. 8, left subplot, for937

1% real degradation in the sum capacity, ε corresponds to938

0.0105, 0.0110, and 0.0125 and, consequently, the real energy939

saving (determined for these values of ε in Fig. 7, left940

subplot) is 55.7%, 67.9%, and 91.9% for five, three, and941

one FlyBSs, respectively. The real degradation in the sum942

capacity comparing the proposal and the k-means is presented943

in Fig. 8 (middle subplot). For the same allowed sum capacity944

degradation of 1%, the real degradation is only about 0.90%,945

0.80%, and 0.59% for five, three, and one FlyBSs, respectively.946

Thus, considering the real sum capacity degradation of 1%947

(corresponding to ε of 0.011, 0.0125, and 0.0175), the energy948

saving of 77.9%, 89.4%, and 99.5% is observed for five,949

three, and one FlyBSs, respectively. Last, Fig. 8 (right subplot)950

depicts the real degradation in the sum capacity with respect to951

the successive convex optimization-based positioning. For the952

allowed sum capacity degradation of 1%, the real degradation953

corresponds to ε of 0.011, 0.0120, and 0.015. Consequently,954

the real energy saving reaches 77.7%, 89.6%, and 99.4% for955

five, three, and one FlyBSs, respectively, compared to the956

successive convex optimization.957

These results confirm the efficiency of the proposed algo-958

rithm and demonstrate that a significant saving in the energy959

for flying of the airship-based FlyBSs is achieved at a960

negligible cost represented by only marginal decrease in the961

sum capacity of the UEs. The results can be also interpreted962

in the way that an imprecise positioning of the FlyBSs (in963

order of dozens of decimeters to few meters) does not lead964

to any notable reduction in the sum capacity. Such finding965

gives a new degree of freedom for future optimization of the966

networks with the FlyBSs.967

We investigate also an impact of the UEs’ speed on both the 968

energy saving and the sum capacity compared to the position- 969

ing of the FlyBSs maximizing the sum capacity numerically 970

via simplex in Fig. 9 for the allowed degradation in sum 971

capacity of 4% (i.e., ε = 0.04). The figure demonstrates there 972

is no notable impact (variation is about 2%) on both the energy 973

saving (left subplot) and the sum capacity degradation (right 974

subplot). This is due to the fact that there is no strong direct 975

dependency of the proposed algorithm on the speed of UEs 976

and the algorithm still forces the FlyBS to reach the same 977

distance to optimum Do (see (9)). Besides, the right subplot 978

confirms that the real sum capacity degradation is safely below 979

the allowed 4%. 980

Furthermore, in Fig. 10, we demonstrate that the fairness in 981

capacity of individual UEs (defined as Jain’s fairness index) 982

is similar for our proposal and for state-of-the-art works. Our 983

algorithm even slightly improves the fairness (by few percent) 984

if ε increases compared to the state-of-the-art works, since the 985

larger ε provides additional flexibility in balancing the capacity 986

among UEs. 987

To illustrate fast convergence of the proposed algorithm, 988

we plot the average number of iterations over the capacity 989

step ΔCstep (see Algorithm 1) in Fig. 11. This figure confirms 990

that the larger the step of the FlyBS movement is (i.e., larger 991

ΔCstep), the faster the FlyBSs converge to their final positions. 992

However, already ΔCstep of roughly 10 kbps requires only 993

about two iterations. This means that only two FlyBSs move 994

in each step. Such fast convergence does not limit practical 995

applications. Note that all previous figures are plotted for 996

ΔCstep of 10 kbps. 997

In Fig. 12, an example of the FlyBS trajectory in 3D space 998

(left subplot) and projection to 2D (right subplot) is shown 999

for three FlyBSs. We observe that each FlyBS changes 3D 1000

position in a certain area depending on the UEs’ movement 1001

and the FlyBSs’ positions are also influenced by interference 1002

from neighboring FlyBSs to the UEs. Hence, if one FlyBS 1003

initiates some movement towards other FlyBSs motivated by 1004

new UE’s positions, the other FlyBSs adapt to that movement 1005

with a similar movement pattern to keep their served UEs also 1006

satisfied. Fig. 12 also indicates optimum position of the FlyBSs 1007

derived numerically to illustrate that a notable reduction in 1008

the redundant movements of the FlyBSs is achieved by the 1009

proposed approach. 1010
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VI. CONCLUSION1011

In this paper, we have derived and analyzed a relation1012

between the sum capacity and the energy consumed for flying1013

by the airship-based FlyBSs serving the mobile (moving)1014

UEs. We have analytically shown theoretical bounds for the1015

energy saving of the FlyBSs with respect to the sum capacity1016

degradation. Then, we have proposed novel algorithm reducing1017

the energy consumed for flying while still guaranteeing close1018

to optimum sum capacity. If the sum capacity degradation is1019

limited to 1%, the proposed algorithm enables energy saving1020

of 55.4%, 67.5%, and 90.7% if five, three, and one FlyBSs1021

are deployed, respectively, compared to the numerically deter-1022

mined position maximizing the sum capacity. The results indi-1023

cate that a “perfect positioning” of the airship-based FlyBSs1024

is not necessary and an error in the positioning in order of few1025

meters have only marginal impact on the sum capacity. This1026

finding provides a new degree of freedom for future research1027

and development of algorithms for networks with FlyBSs.1028

In the future, the presented analysis and the proposed1029

algorithm can be enhanced towards a joint optimization of1030

the energies spent for flying and for communication. Besides,1031

considering battery lifetime and charging aspects in the prob-1032

lem of FlyBSs positioning, e.g., as done for vehicles in [53],1033

is a challenging topic.1034

APPENDIX A1035

This appendix provides the proof to Proposition 1. Let us1036

start with the sum capacity definition from system model1037

(Section II), i.e.,:1038

N∑
n=1

Cn =
N∑

n=1

Bn log2

(
1 +

pR
n

σ2

)
1039

=
N∑

n=1

Bn log2

(
1 +

Qn

σ2dαn
n

)
. (19)1040

Now, we approximate log function with respect to parameter1041

X using linear approximation:1042

log2(a+X) ≈ 1
ln(2)

(
ln(a+ asτ) − sτ

1 + sτ
+

X

a(1 + sτ)
)
,1043

(20)1044

where s = 
 X
aτ �. We also use the polynomial approximation1045

with respect to an arbitrary X :1046

(a+X)k ≈ (a+ qaδ)k + k(a+ qaδ)k−1(X − qaδ), (21)1047

where q = 
X
aδ �. Note that the values of τ and δ in (20)1048

and (21), respectively, are approximation parameters, and1049

choosing a smaller τ and δ results in a smaller error in the lin- 1050

ear approximations (up to a certain low value of both, as the 1051

UEs’ distribution is discrete), but the smaller error is at the 1052

cost of a higher computation complexity. 1053

By applying (20) and (21) (with Qn

σ2dαn
n

as X), the sum 1054

capacity from (19) is rewritten for the optimal FlyBS position 1055

[x∗f , y
∗
f , z

∗
f ] as: 1056

N∑
n=1

Cn ≈
N∑

n=1

Bn

ln(2)
(
ln(1 + snτ)− snτ

1 + snτ
1057

+
Qn

(1 + snτ)dαn
n σ2

)
1058

=
N∑

n=1

Bn

ln(2)
(
ln(1 + snτ) − snτ

1 + snτ

)
1059

+
N∑

n=1

BnQn

(1 + snτ)σ2 ln(2)

(
(x∗f − xu,n)2 + (y∗f − yu,n)2 1060

+
(
(z∗f − zu,n)2 −Υ2

)
+ Υ2

)−αn
2
, (22) 1061

where Υ �= 0 is arbitrary value for the approximation. The 1062

expression (22) is then: 1063

N∑
n=1

Cn ≈
N∑

n=1

Bn

ln(2)
(ln(1 + snτ)− snτ

1 + snτ
) 1064

+
N∑

n=1

BnQn

(1 + snτ)σ2 ln(2)
1065

×
(
μ
−αn

2
n + (

−αnμ
−αn

2 −1
n

2
)
(
(x∗f − xu,n)2 + (y∗f − yu,n)2 1066

+
(
(z∗f − zu,n)2 −Υ2

)− knδΥ2
))

1067

=
N∑

n=1

Bn

ln(2)
(ln(1 + snτ)− snτ

1 + snτ
) 1068

+
N∑

n=1

BnQn

(1 + snτ)σ2 ln(2)

(
μ
−αn

2
n +

knδαn

2
μ
−αn

2 −1
n Υ2

1069

− αnμ
−αn

2 −1
n

2
(x∗f

2 + x2
u,n − 2x∗fxu,n + y∗f

2 + y2
u,n 1070

− 2y∗fyu,n + z∗f
2 + z2

u,n − 2z∗fzu,n −Υ2)
)

1071

= ν − ( N∑
n=1

ωn

)
(d2 [v∗v∗v∗, vovovo]), (23) 1072

where vovovo = [xf,o, yf,o, zf,o], and (24), as shown at the bottom 1073

of the page. 1074

kn = 

(
(x∗f − xu,n )2 + (y∗f − yu,n )2 + (z∗f − zu,n )2 −Υ2

)
Υ2δ

�,

μn = Υ2(1+knδ), sn=
 Qn

σ2dαn

i τ
�, ωn=

BiQiαnμ
−αn

2 −1
n

2σ2(1 + snτ) ln(2)
, [xf,o, yf,o, zf,o]=

[∑N
n=1 ωnxu,n∑N

n=1 ωn

,

∑N
n=1 ωnyu,n∑N

n=1 ωn

,

∑N
n=1 ωnzu,n∑N

n=1 ωn

]
,

ν =
(
∑N

n=1 ωnxu,n)2∑N
n=1 ωn

+
(
∑N

n=1 ωnyu,n)2∑N
n=1 ωn

+
(
∑N

n=1 ωnzu,n)2∑N
n=1 ωn

−
N∑

n=1

ωnx
2
u,n −

N∑
n=1

ωny
2
u,n −

N∑
i=n

ωnz
2
u,n +

N∑
n=1

Bn

ln(2)

×
(

ln(1 + snτ)− snτ

1 + snτ

)
+

N∑
n=1

BnQn

σ2(1 + snτ) ln(2)

(
μ
−αn

2
n +

(knμ
−αn

2 −1
n δαn + αnμ

−αn
2 −1

n

2
)
Υ2
)

(24)
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The expression in (23) allows to directly evaluate
∑N

n=1 Cn1075

at [xf , yf , zf ]. To this end, using the approximation in (23),1076

the constraint
∑N

n=1 Cn ≥ Copt×(1−ε) from (7) is rewritten1077

as:1078

ν − ( N∑
i=1

ωn

) (
(x∗f − xf,o)2 + (y∗f − yf,o)2+(z∗f − zf,o)2

)
1079

≥ Copt × (1− ε), (25)1080

or equivalently as:1081

(x∗f − xf,o)2 + (y∗f − yf,o)2+(z∗f − zf,o)2 ≤ D2
o(t), (26)1082

where Do(t) =
(

ν−Copt×(1−ε)
�N

n=1 ωi

) 1
2

as observed from (25),1083

and xf,o, yf,o, zf,o are, in line with (24), the coordinates1084

of the FlyBS at which
∑N

n=1 Cn reaches its maximum1085

for [xf , yf , zf ]. Consequently, [xf,o, yf,o, zf,o] = [x∗f , y
∗
f , z

∗
f ]1086

and (26) represents the distance d [vvv(t), vvv∗(t)]. Thus, (26) can1087

be rewritten as d [vvv(t), vvv∗(t)] < Do(t). This concludes the1088

proof.1089

APPENDIX B1090

To provide proof to Theorem 1, let us first analyze the1091

constraint (a) in the problem defined in (4) for multiple1092

FlyBSs. From (1), (2), and (3), we get:1093

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

an,mCn,m1094

=
M∑

m=1

N∑
n=1

an,mBn,m × log2(1 +
pR

n,m

σ2 +
∑M

j=1,m �=j p
R
n,j

)1095

=
M∑

m=1

N∑
n=1

an,mBn,m

(
log2(σ

2 +
Qn,m

d
αn,m
n,m

1096

+
M∑

j=1,m �=j

Qn,j

d
αn,m

n,j

)− log2(σ
2 +

M∑
j=1,m �=j

Qn,j

d
αi,j

n,j

)
)

(27)1097

Next, using the linear approximation as defined in (21),1098

we approximate Qn,m

d
αn,m
n,m

in (27) as (28), as shown at the bottom1099

of the page.1100

A similar approximation is done also for Qn,m

d
αn,m
n,m

. Then, the1101

sum capacity in (27) is approximated as:1102

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

an,mCn,m ≈
M∑

m=1

N∑
n=1

an,mBn,m1103

×
(

log2

(
σ2 +Qn,m

(
Γn,m

(
(x∗f,m − xu,n)21104

+ (y∗f,m − yu,n)2 + (z∗f,m − zu,n)2 −Υ2 − kn,mδΥ2
))

1105

+
M∑

j=1,m �=j

Qn,j

(
Γn,j((x∗f,j − xu,n)2 1106

+ (y∗f,j − yu,n)2 + (z∗f,j − zu,n)2 −Υ2 − kn,jδΥ2)
))

1107

− log2

(
σ2 +

M∑
j=1,m �=j

Qn,j ×
(
Γn,j

(
(x∗f,j − xu,n)2 1108

+ (y∗f,j − yu,n)2 + (z∗f,j − zu,n)2 −Υ2 − kn,jδΥ2
))))

1109

=
M∑

m=1

N∑
n=1

an,mBn,m ×
(

log2

(
ψn,m+

M∑
j=1

(
Qn,jΓn,j 1110

×((x∗f,j − xu,n)2+(y∗f,j − yu,n)2+(z∗f,j − zu,n)2 −Υ2
)))

1111

− log2

(
φn,m +

M∑
j=1,m �=j

(
Qn,jΓn,j ×

(
(x∗f,j − xu,n)2 1112

+ (y∗f,j − yu,n)2 + (z∗f,j − zu,n)2 −Υ2
))))

(29) 1113

where Γn,m =
(
Υ2(1 + kn,mδ)

)−αn,m
2 − 1114

αn,m

2

(
Υ2(1 + kn,mδ)

)−αn,m
2 −1

; φn,m = σ2 − 1115∑M
j=1,m �=j Qn,jΓn,jkn,jδΥ2; ψn,m = σ2 − 1116

Qn,mΓn,mkn,mδΥ2 −∑M
j=1,m �=j Qn,jΓn,jkn,jδΥ2. 1117

Using the approximation in (29), we get: 1118

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

an,mCn,m ≈
M∑

m=1

N∑
n=1

an,mBn,m 1119

×
( ∑M

j=1Qn,jΓn,j

ln(2)ψn,m(1 + λn,mτ)
× ((x∗f,m − xu,n)2 1120

+ (yf,m − yu,n)2 + (z∗f,m − zu,n)2 −Υ2
)

1121

+ ln
(
ψn,m(1 + λn,mτ)

) − λn,mτ

1 + λn,mτ
1122

−
∑M

j=1,m �=j Qn,jΓn,j

φn,j(1 + βn,mτ)
1123

×((x∗f,m − xu,n)2 + (y∗f,m − yu,n)2+(z∗f,m − zu,n)2 −Υ2
)

1124

+ ln
(
φn,m(1 + βn,mτ)

) − βn,mτ

1 + βn,mτ

)
(30) 1125

Qn,m

d
αn,m
n,m

= Qn,m

(
(x∗f,m − xu,n)2 + (y∗f,m − yu,n)2 +

(
(z∗f,m − zu,n)2 −Υ2

)
+ Υ2

)−αn,m
2

≈ Qn,m

(
η
−αn,m

2
n,m − αn,m

2
η
−αn,m

2 −1
n,m

(
(x∗f,m − xu,n)2 + (y∗f,m − yu,n)2 + ((z∗f,m − zu,n)2 −Υ2)− kn,mτΥ2

))
, ηn,m

= Υ2(1 + kn,m)δ, kn,m = 

(
(x∗f,m − xu,n)2 + (y∗f,m − yu,n)2 + (z∗f,m − zu,n)2 −Υ2

)
Υ2δ

�, (28)
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A=Bn,mΥ2(
−∑M

m=1Qn,mΓn,m

ln(2)ψn,m(1+λn,mτ)
+

∑M
m=1,m �=j Qn,jΓn,j

φn,m(1+βn,mτ)
) +

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

(
Bn,m

ln(2)

M∑
m=1

(
ln(ψi,m(1+λi,mτ))− λi,mτ

1+λi,mτ

))

−
M∑

m=1

N∑
n=1

(
Bn,m

ln(2)

M∑
j=1,m �=j

(
ln
(
φn,j(1 + βn,jτ)

)− βn,jτ

1 + βn,jτ

))
−

N∑
n=1

ζn,mx
2
u,n −

N∑
n=1

ζn,my
2
u,n −

N∑
n=1

ζn,mz
2
u,n

+
(
∑N

n=1 ζn,mxu,n)2∑N
n=1 ζn,m

+
(
∑N

n=1 ζn,myu,n)2∑N
n=1 ζn,m

+
(
∑N

n=1 ζn,mzu,n)2∑N
n=1 ζn,m

)
,

ζn,m =
Bn,m

ln(2)

M∑
m=1

(
Mlm − (M − 1)sm

)
, lm =

N∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

Qn,mΓn,m

ψn,m(1 + λn,mτ)
, rm =

N∑
n=1

ζn,m,

sm =
N∑

n=1

M∑
m=1

Qn,mΓn,m

φn,m(1 + βn,mτ)
, xf,o,m =

∑N
n=1 ζn,mxu,n∑N

i=n ζn,m

, yf,o,m =
∑N

n=1 ζn,myu,n∑N
n=1 ζn,m

, zf,o,m =
∑N

n=1 ζn,mzu,n∑N
n=1 ζn,m

(33)

where1126

βn,m = 
 1
τφn,j

×
M∑

j=1,m �=j

(
Qn,jΓn,j

(
(x∗f,j − xu,n)21127

+ (y∗f,j − yu,n)2 + (z∗f,j − zu,n)2 −Υ2
))�, ξn,m1128

= Γn,m ×
(
(x∗f,m − xu,n)2 + (y∗f,m − yu,n)21129

+ (z∗f,m−zu,m)2−Υ2
)

+
M∑

j=1,m �=j

Qn,jΓn,j

(
(x∗f,j − xu,n)21130

+ (y∗f,j − yu,n)2 + (z∗f,j − zu,n)2 −Υ2
)
, λn,m = 
 ξn,m

τψn,m
�.1131

(31)1132

The sum capacity defined in (30) is further simplified to:1133

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

Cn,m ≈ A−
M∑

m=1

rm

(
(x∗f,m − xf,o,m)21134

+ (y∗f,m − yf,o,m)2+(z∗f,m − zf,o,m)2
)
,1135

(32)1136

where the following substitutions are adopted (33), as shown1137

at the top of the page.1138

Since the sum capacity reaches its maximum for1139

[xf,m, yf,m, zf,m] = [xf,o,m, yf,o,m, zf,o,m] it is concluded1140

that [x∗f,m, y
∗
f,m, z

∗
f,m] = [xf,o,m, yf,o,m, zf,o,m] according1141

to (32). Then, we use the approximation in (32) to evaluate1142

the sum capacity at [xf,m, yf,m, zf,m] as follow:1143

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

Cn,m ≈ A−
M∑

m=1

rmd
2 [vmvmvm(t), v∗mv

∗
mv
∗
m(t)] (34)1144

Given the approximation derived in (34), the constraint (4a)1145

is rewritten as:1146

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

Cn,m ≈ A−
M∑

m=1

rmd
2 [vmvmvm(t), v∗mv

∗
mv
∗
m(t)]1147

≥ Copt × (1− ε) (35)1148

To conclude the proof, (35) is directly rewritten to the form 1149

in Theorem 1: 1150

M∑
m=1

rmd
2 [vmvmvm(t), v∗mv

∗
mv
∗
m(t)] ≤ A− Copt × (1− ε) (36) 1151
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